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Nhu thi nga van, nhat thai, Phat tai Xa Ve quoc

Thus I have heard. At one time the Buddha dwelt at Sravasti, in the Jeta Grove,

Ky Thu Cap Co Doc vien D Du <lai Ty Kheo Tang D

In the Garden of the Benefactor of Orphans and the Solitary, together with a gathering of great Bhiksus,

Thien nhi bach ngu map nhan cm, giai thi <lai A La Han, chung so tri thucQ

Twelve hundred fifty in all, all great Arhats whom the assembly knew and recognized.

Truong Lao Xa Loi Phat, MaHaMucKienLien, MaHaCaDiep, Ma Ha Ca Chien Dien, MaHaCauHyLa,
Elders Sariputra, Mahamaudgalyayana, Mahakasyapa, Mahakatyayana, Mahakausthila,

Ly Ba Da, Chau Loi Ban Da Gia, Nan Da, A Nan Da,

Revata, Suddhipanthaka, Nanda, Ananda,

La Hau La, Kieu Pham Ba De, Tan Dau L6 Pha La DoaD

Rahula, Gavampati, PindolaBharadvaja,

Ca Luu Da Di , Ma Ha Kiep Tan Na, Bac Cau La, A Nau Lau DaQ Nhu thi dang chu dai de tu D

Kalodayin, Mahakaphina, Vakkula, Aniruddha, and others such as these, all great disciples;

Tinh chu Bo Tat Ma Ha Tat, Van Thu Su Loi Phap Vuong Tu, A Dat Da Bo Tat,

Together with all the Bodhisattvas, Mahasattvas: Dharma Prince Manjusri, Ajita Bodhisattva,

Can Da Ha De Bo Tat, Thuong Tinh Tan Bo Tat, du nhu thi dang chu dai Bo TatQ

Gandhahastin Bodhisattva, Nityodyukta Bodhisattva, and others such as these, all great Bodhisattvas,



Cap Thich Be Hoan Nhan dang, vo luong chu thien dai chung cauD

And together with Sakra, chief among gods, and the numberless great multitudes from all the heavens.

Nhl thoi Phat cao Truong Lao Xa Loi Phat,

At that time the Buddha told the elder Sariputra,

Tung thi Tay Phuong, qua map van uc Phat do, huu the gidi danh viet Cue Lac,

"Passing from here through hundreds of thousands of millions of Buddhalands to the West, there is a world called

Ultimate Bliss.
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Ky do huu Phat, hieu A Di Da, kim hien tai thuyet Phap D

In this land a Buddha called Amitabha right now teaches the Dharma."

Xa Loi Phat, bi do ha co danh vi Cue LacQ

"Sariputra, for what reason is this land called Ultimate Bliss?"

Ky quoc chung sanh, vo huu chung kho, dan tho chu kc, co danh Cue Lac0

"All living beings of this country endure none of the sufferings, but enjoy every bliss. Therefore it is called 'Ultimate

Bliss'."



Huu Xa Lai Phat, Cue Lac quoc do, that trung lan thuan, that trung la vong, that trung hang thu,

"Moreover, Sariputra, this Land of Ultimate Bliss is everywhere surrounded by seven tiers of railings, seven layers of

netting, and seven rows of trees,

Giai thi tu bao chau tap vi nhieu, thi co bi quoc danh vi Cue Lac D

All formed from the four treasures and for this reason named 'Ultimate Bliss'."
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Huu Xa Lgi Phat, Cue Lac quoc do, huu thatbao tri,

"Moreover, Sariputra, this Land of Ultimate Bliss has pools of the seven jewels,

Bat cong due thuy sung man ky trung D Tri de thuan di kim sa bo diaD

Filled with the waters of eight meritorious virtues. The bottom of each pool is pure, spread over with golden sand.

Tu bien giai dao, kim, ngan, luu ly, pha le hop thanhQ Thuong huu lau cac,

On the four sides are stairs of gold, silver, lapis lazuli, and crystal, above are raised pavilions

Diecdikim, ngan, luu ly, pha le, xa cu, xich chau, ma nao, nhi nghiem sue chi Q

Adorned with gold, silver, lapis lazuli, crystal, mother of pearl, red pearls, and carnelian.
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Tri trung lien hoa, ctai nhu xa luan, thanh sac thanh quang, hoang sac hoang quang,

"In the pools are lotus as large as carriage wheels, green coloured of green light, yellow coloured of yellow light,

Xich sac xich quang, bach sac bach quang, vi dieu huong khiet D

Red coloured of red light, white coloured of white light, subtly, wonderfully, fragrant and pure."

Xa Loi Phat, Cue Lac quoc do, thanh tuu nhu thi cong due trang nghiem 0

"Sariputra, the realization of the Land of Ultimate Bliss is thus meritoriously adorned."
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Huu Xa Loi Phat, bi Phat quoc do, thuong tac thien nhac, hoang kim vi dia,

"Moreover, Sariputra, in that Buddhaland there is always heavenly music and the ground is yellow gold.

Tni da luc thoi, vu thien man da la hoaQ Ky do chung sanh, thuong dl thanh dan,

In the six periods of the day and night a heavenly rain of mandarava flowers falls, and throughout the clear morning,

each living being of that land,

Cac di y kich, thinh chung dieu hoa, cung duong tha phuong map van uc Phat,

With sacks full of the myriads of wonderful flowers, makes offerings to the hundreds of thousands of millions of

Buddhas of the other directions.

Tuc dlthuc thoi, hoan dao bon quoc, phan thuc kinh hanhD

At mealtime they return to their own country, and having eaten, they stroll around."

Xa Loi Phat, Cue Lac quoc do, thanh tuu nhu thi cong due trang nghiem 0

"Sariputra, the realization of the Land of Ultimate Bliss is thus meritoriously adorned."
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Phuc thu Xa Loi Phat, bi quoc thuong huu chung chung ky dieu tap sac chi dieu,

"Moreover Sariputra, in this country there are always rare and wonderful vari-coloured birds;

Bachhac, khongtuoc, anhvu, xaloi, ca lang tan gia, cong mang chi dieuQ

White geese, peacocks, parrots, and egret, kalavinkas, and two-headed birds.

Thi chu chung dieu, tni da luc thoi, xuat hoa nha am 0

In the six periods of the day and night the flocks of birds sing forth harmonious and elegant sounds;
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Ky am dien suong Ngu Can, Ngu Luc, That Bo Be Phan, Bat Thanh Bao Phan, nhu thi dang Phap Q

Their clear and joyful sounds proclaim the Five Roots, the Five Powers, the Seven Bodhi Shares, the Eight Sagely Way
Shares, and Dharmas such as these.

Ky do chung sanh, van thi am dl, giai tat niem Phat, niemPhap, niem Tang D

When living beings of this land hear these sounds, they are altogether mindful of the Buddha, mindful of the Dharma,

and mindful of the Sangha."

Xa Loi Phat, nhu vat vi thu dieu, that thi toi bao so sanhQ So dl gia ha0

"Sariputra, do not say that these birds are born as retribution for their karmic offences. For what reason?



Bi Phat quoc do, vo tarn ac daoG Xa Lai Phat, ky Phat quoc do, thuong vo ac dao chi danh,

In this Buddhaland there are no three evil ways of rebirth. Sariputra, in this Buddhaland not even the names of the three

evil ways exist,

Ha huong huu thato Thi chu chung dieu, giai thi ADi Da Phat, due linh Phap am tuyen luu, bien hoa so tacG

How much the less their actuality! Desiring that the Dharma-sound be widely proclaimed, Amitabha Buddha by

transformation made this multitude of birds."



Xa Lai Phat, bi Phat quoc do, vi phong xuy (long, chu bao hang thu, cap bao la vong,

"Sariputra, in that Buddhaland when the soft wind blows, the rows ofjeweled trees and jeweled nets

Xuat vi dieu am, thi nhu bach thien chung nhac, dong thoi cm tac D

Give forth subtle and wonderful sounds, like one hundred thousand kinds of music played at the same time
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Van thi am gia, tu nhien giai sanh niem Phat, niem Phap, niem Tang chi tam 0

All those who hear these sounds naturally bring forth in their hearts mindfulness of the Buddha, mindfulness of the

Dharma, and mindfulness of the Sangha."

Xa Loi Phat, ky Phat quoc do, thanh tuu nhu thi cong due trang nghiem0

"Sariputra, the realization of the Land of Ultimate Bliss is thus meritoriously adorned."
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Xa Lgi Phat, u nhu y van ha,

"Sariputra, what do you think?

Bi Phat ha co hieu ADi BaQ Xa Lgi Phat, bi Phat quang minh vo luongD

Why is this Buddha called Amitabha? Sariputra, the brilliance of that Buddha's light is measureless,

Chieu map phuong quoc, vo so chuong ngai , thi co hieu vi A Di DaD

Illumining the lands of the ten directions everywhere without obstruction, for this reason he is called Amitabha."



Huu Xa Lai Phat, bi Phat tho mang, cap ky nhan dan, vo luong vo bien a tang ky kiep D

"Moreover, Sariputra, the life of that Buddha and that of his people extends for measureless, limitless asamkhyeya

kalpas;

Co danh A Di DaQ Xa Loi Phat, A Di Da Phat thanh Phat dl lai , u kim thap kiep D

For this reason he is called Amitayus. And Sariputra, since Amitabha realized Buddhahood ten kalpas have passed."



Huu Xa Lai Phat, bi Phat huu vo luang vo bien Thanh Van de tu, giai A La Han,

"Moreover, Sariputra, that Buddha has measureless, limitless 'Sound-hearer' disciples, all Arhats,

Phi thi toan so chi so nang tri Q Chu Bo Tat chung, diec phuc nhu thi G

Their number incalculable; thus also is the assembly of Bodhisattvas."

Xa Lai Phat, bi Phat quoc do, thanh tuu nhu thi cong due trang nghiem Q

"Sariputra, the realization of the Land of Ultimate Bliss is thus meritoriously adorned."

Huu Xa Loi Phat, Cue Lac quoc do, chung sanh sanh gia, giai thi A Be Bat Tri 0

"Moreover, Sariputra, those living beings born in the land of the Ultimate Bliss are all Avaivartika.

Ky trung da huu nhat sanh bo xu, Ky so tham da, Among them are many who in this very life will dwell in

Buddhahood. Their number is extremely many;

Phi thi toan so so nang tri chi, dan kha dl vo luong vo bien a tang ky thuyetD

It is incalculable and only in measureless, limitless Asamkhyeya kalpas could it be spoken."



Xa Loi Phat, chung sanh van gia, ung duong phat nguyen, nguyen sanh bi quocQ

"Sariputra, those living beings who hear should vow, 'I wish to be born in that country.'

So dl gia haQ Dac du nhu thi chu thuong thien nhan cau hoi nhat xuQ

And why? Those who thus attain are all superior and good people, all gathered together in one place.

Xa Lgi Phat, bat kha dl thieu thien can phuoc due nhan duyen, dac sanh bi quoc0

Sariputra, one cannot have few good roots, blessings, virtues, and causal connections to attain birth in that land."

Xa Loi Phat, nhuoc huu thien nam tu thien nu nhan,van thuyet ADi Da Phat, chap tri danh hieu,

"Sariputra, if there is a good man or a good woman who hears spoken 'Amitabha' and holds the name,

Nhuoc nhat nhat, nhuoc nhi nhat, nhuoc tarn nhat, nhuoc tu nhat, nhuoc ngu nhat, nhuoc luc nhat, nhuoc

that nhat, nhat tarn bat loanD

Whether for one day, two days, three days, four days, five days, six days, as long as seven days, with one heart

unconfused,



Ky nhan lam mang chung thai, A Di Da Phat, du chu Thanh chung, hien tai ky tien 0

When this person approaches the end of life, before him will appear Amitabha and all the assembly of Holy Ones.

Thi nhan chung thai, tarn bat dien dao, tuc dac vang sanh A Di Da Phat Cue Lac quoc do0

When the end comes, his heart is without inversion. In Amitabha's Land of Ultimate Bliss he will attain rebirth."

XaLoiPhat, nga Iden thi loi, co thuyet thu ngon0

"Sariputra, because I see this benefit, I speak these words.

Nhuoc huu chung sanh, van thi thuyet gia, ung duong phat nguyen, sanh bi quoc do0

If living beings hear this spoken they should make the vow, 'I will be born in that land'."
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Xa Lgi Phat, nhu nga kim gia, tan than A Di Da Phat bat kha tu nghi cong due chi lgi Q

"Sariputra, as I now praise the inconceivable benefit from the merit and virtue ofAmitabha,

Dong phuong diec huu A Sue Be Phat, Tu Di Tuong Phat, Dai Tu Di Phat, Tu Di Quang Phat, Dieu Am Phat,

Thus in the East are also Aksobya Buddha, Sumeru Appearance Buddha, Great Sumeru Buddha, Sumeru Light Buddha,

Wonderful Sound Buddha,

Nhu thi dang Hang Ha sa so chu Phat,

All Buddhas such as these, numberless as Ganges sands.

Cacukyquoc, xuat quang truong thiet tuong, bien phu tarn thien <lai thien the gioi, thuyet thanh that ngon0

In his own country each brings forth the appearance of a vast and long tongue, everywhere covering the Three

Thousand Great Thousand Worlds, and speaks the sincere and actual words,

Nhu dang chung sanh, duong tin thi xung tan bat kha tu nghi cong due, nhat thiet chu Phat so ho niem KinhQ

'All you living beings should believe, praise, and hold in reverence the inconceivable merit and virtue of this Sutra of

the mindful one ofwhom all Buddhas are protective.'"

Xa Lgi Phat, Nam phuong the gioi huu Nhat Nguyet Dang Phat, Danh Van Quang phat,

"Sariputra, in the Southern world are Sun Moon Lamp Buddha, Well-known Light Buddha,

Dai Diem Kien Phat, Tu Di Dang Phat, V6 Lugng Tinh Tan Phat,

Great Blazing Shoulders Buddha, Sumeru Lamp Buddha, Measureless Vigour Buddha,
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Nhu thi dang Hang Ha sa so chu Phat,

All Buddhas such as these, numberless as Ganges sands.

Cacukyquoc, xuat quang truong thiet tuong, bien phu tarn thien dai thien the gioi, thuyet thanh that ngon0

In his own country each brings forth the appearance of a vast and long tongue, everywhere covering the Three

Thousand Great Thousand Worlds, and speaks the sincere and actual words,

Nhu dang chung sanh, duong tin thi xung tan bat kha tu nghi cong due, nhat thiet chu Phat so ho niem KinhQ

'All you living beings should believe, praise, and hold in reverence the inconceivable merit and virtue of this Sutra of

the mindful one ofwhom all Buddhas are protective.'"

Xa Loi Phat, Tay phuong the gioi huu V6 Luong Tho Phat, V6 Luong Tuong phat, V6 Luong Trang Phat,

"Sariputra, in the Western world are Measureless Life Buddha, Measureless Appearance Buddha, Measureless Curtain

Buddha,

Dai Quang Phat, Dai Minh Phat, Bao Tuong Phat, Tinh Quang Phat,

Great Light Buddha, Great Brightness Buddha, Jeweled Appearance Buddha, Pure Light Buddha,

Nhu thi dang Hang Ha sa so chu Phat,

All Buddhas such as these, numberless as Ganges sands.

Cacukyquoc, xuat quang truong thiet tuong, bien phu tarn thien dai thien the gioi, thuyet thanh that ngon0

In his own country each brings forth the appearance of a vast and long tongue, everywhere covering the Three

Thousand Great Thousand Worlds, and speaks the sincere and actual words,

Nhu dang chung sanh, duong tin thi xung tan bat kha tu nghi cong due, nhat thiet chu Phat so ho niem KinhD

'All you living beings should believe, praise, and hold in reverence the inconceivable merit and virtue of this Sutra of

the mindful one ofwhom all Buddhas are protective.'"

Xa Loi Phat, Bac phuong the gioi huu Diem Kien Phat, Toi Thang Am Phat, Nan Tro Phat, Nhat Sanh Phat,

Vong Minh Phat,

"Sariputra, in the Northern world are Blazing Shoulders Buddha, Most Victorious Sound Buddha, Hard To Injure

Buddha, Sun Birth Buddha, Net Brightness Buddha,

Nhu thi dang Hang Ha sa so chu Phat,

All Buddhas such as these, numberless as Ganges sands.

Cacukyquoc, xuat quang truong thiet tuong, bien phu tarn thien dai thien the gioi, thuyet thanh that ngon0

In his own country each brings forth the appearance of a vast and long tongue, everywhere covering the Three

Thousand Great Thousand Worlds, and speaks the sincere and actual words,

Nhu dang chung sanh, duong tin thi xung tan bat kha tu nghi cong due, nhat thiet chu Phat so ho niem KinhD

'All you living beings should believe, praise, and hold in reverence the inconceivable merit and virtue of this Sutra of

the mindful one ofwhom all Buddhas are protective.'"

Xa Loi Phat, Ha phuong the gioi huu Su Tu Phat, Danh Van Phat, Danh Quang Phat,

"Sariputra, in the world Below are Lion Buddha, Well-known Buddha, Famous Light Buddha,

Dat Ma Phat, Phap Trang Phat, Tri Phap Phat,

Dharma Buddha, Dharma Curtain Buddha, Dharma Maintaining Buddha,

Nhu thi dang Hang Ha sa so chu Phat,

All Buddhas such as these, numberless as Ganges sands.

Cacukyquoc, xuat quang truong thiet tuong, bien phu tarn thien dai thien the gioi, thuyet thanh that ngon0

In his own country each brings forth the appearance of a vast and long tongue, everywhere covering the Three

Thousand Great Thousand Worlds, and speaks the sincere and actual words,

Nhu dang chung sanh, duong tin thi xung tan bat kha tu nghi cong due, nhat thiet chu Phat so ho niem KinhD

'All you living beings should believe, praise, and hold in reverence the inconceivable merit and virtue of this Sutra of

the mindful one ofwhom all Buddhas are protective.'"

Xa Loi Phat, Thuong phuong the gioi huu Pham Am Phat, Tuc Vuong Phat, Huong Thuong Phat, Huong
Quang Phat,

"Sariputra, in the world Above are Pure Sound Buddha, King of Past Lives Buddha, Superior Fragrance Buddha,

Fragrant Light Buddha,



Dai Diem Kien Phat, Tap Sac Bao Hoa Nghiem Than Phat,

Great Blazing Shoulders Buddha, Vari-coloured Jewels and Flower Adornment Body Buddha,

Ta La Thy Vuong Phat, Bao Hoa Due Phat, Kien Nhat Thiet NghTa Phat, Nhu Tu Di Son Phat,

Sala Tree King Buddha, Jeweled Flower Virtue Buddha, Vision ofAll Meaning Buddha, Such as Mount Sumeru

Buddha, ^^^^^^^

Nhu thi dang Hang Ha sa so chu Phat,

All Buddhas such as these, numberless as Ganges sands.

Cacukyqudc, xuat quang truong thiet tuong, bien phu tarn thien <lai thien the gioi, thuyet thanh that ngon0

In his own country each brings forth the appearance of a vast and long tongue, everywhere covering the Three

Thousand Great Thousand Worlds, and speaks the sincere and actual words,

Nhu dang chung sanh, duong tin thi xung tan bat kha tu nghi cong due, nhat thiet chu Phat so ho niem KinhD

'All you living beings should believe, praise, and hold in reverence the inconceivable merit and virtue of this Sutra of

the mindful one ofwhom all Buddhas are protective."'
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Xa lgi Phat, u nhu y van haQ Ha co danh vi nhat thiet chu Phat so ho niem KinhG

"Sariputra, what do you think? Why is it called 'Sutra of the mindful one ofwhom all Buddhas are protective?'."

Xa Lgi Phat, nhuoc huu thien nam tu thien nu nhan, van thi Kinh tho tri gia,

"Sariputra, if a good man or good woman hears this Sutra and holds to it,

Cap van chu Phat danh gia, thi chu thien nam tu thien nu nhan, giai vi nhat thiet chu Phat chi so ho niem,

And hears the names of all these Buddhas, this good man or woman will be the mindful one ofwhom all Buddhas are

protective,

Giai dac bat thoi chuyen u ANau Da La Tarn Mieu Tarn Bo DeG

And will irreversibly attain to Anuttarasamyaksambodhi.

Thi co Xa Lgi Phat, nhu dang giai duong tin tho nga ngu, cap chu Phat so thuyetD

Therefore, Sariputra, all of you should believe and accept my words and those which all Buddhas speak."
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Xa Lai Phat, nhugc huu nhan, di phat nguyen, kim phat nguyen, duang phat nguyen, due sanh A Di Da Phat

quoc giaQ

"Sariputra, if there are people who have already made the vow, who now make the vow, or who are about to make the

vow, 'I desire to be born in Amitabha's country,'

Thi chu nhan dang, giai dac bat thoi chuyen u A Nau Da La Tarn Mieu Tarn Bo DeD

These people, whether born in the past, now being born, or to be born in the future,

LTbiquocdo, nhugc di sanh, nhugc kim sanh, nhugc duong sanhD

All will irreversibly attain to Anuttarasamyaksambodhi.

Thi co Xa Lgi Phat, chu thien nam tu thien nu nhan, nhugc huu tin gia ung duong phat nguyen, sanh bi quoc do

Therefore, Sariputra, all good men and good women, if they are among those who have faith, should make the vow, 'I

will be born in that country.'"



Xa Lgi Phat, nhu nga kim gia, xung tan chu Phat bat kha tu nghi cong due,

"Sariputra, just as I now praise the inconceivable merit and virtue of all Buddhas,

Bi chu Phat dang, diec xung tan nga bat kha tu nghi cong due, nhi tac thi ngon,

All those Buddhas equally praise my inconceivable merit and virtue saying these words,

Thich Ca Mau Ni Phat nang vi mam nan hy huu chi su, nang u Ta Ba quoc do, ngu truoc ac the,

'Sakyamuni Buddha can complete extremely rare and difficult deeds. In the Saha land, in the evil time of the five

turbidities,



Kiep targe, kien targe, phien nao targe, chung sanh targe, mang targe tarng,

In the midst of the kalpa turbidity, the view turbidity, the affliction turbidity, the living beings turbidity, and the life

turbidity,

Dae A Nau Da La Tarn Mieu Tarn Bo DeD Vi chu chung sanh thuyet thi nhat thiet the gian nan tin chi Phap Q

He can attain Anuttarasamyaksambodhi and for the sake of living beings, speak this Dharma which in the whole world

is hard to believe.'"

Xa Lgi Phat, duong tri nga u ngu targe ac the, hanh thu nan su,

"Sariputra, you should know that I, in the evil time of the five turbidities, practice these difficult deeds,

Dae A Nau Da La Tarn Mieu Tarn Bo De, vi nhat thiet the gian thuyet thu nan tin chi Phap, thi vi mam nanD

Attain Anuttarasamyaksambodhi, and for all the world speak this Dharma, difficult to believe, extremely difficult!"



Phat thuyet thu Kinh di, Xa Loi Phat cap chu Ty Kheo,

After the Buddha spoke this Sutra, Sariputra and all the Bhiksus,

Nhat thiet the gian thien nhan a tu la dang, van Phat sa thuyet, hoan hy tin tho, tac le nhi khuD

All the gods, men, and asuras, and others from all the worlds, hearing what the Buddha had said, joyously welcomed,

faithful accepted, bowed and withdrew.

Phat thuyetA Di Da Kinh

End of the Buddha speaks ofAmitabha sutra.

(Source : www.chuavanphat.org)
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